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On Halloween Alice dressed as a sagacious witch. Her bosom buddy Lisa was an amiable alien. They went trick or treating in their neighbourhood and collected truckloads of saccharine sweets. When Alice asked Lisa if they ought to count their candies, Lisa moaned terrifyingly. Alice sighed and said "STOP ACTING SILLY LISA!"

Lisa responded with a spine chilling groan, and Alice's hair stood at the end. Alice reached out to pull Lisa's mask. It was then that she realised...

AAH!! It was a creature whose name was widely spread in the country. People thought he was dangerous and horrifying.

Alice was dazzled. It was a jaw dropping moment for him. y-you omg you're so...
famous!! In a depressing way said the ghost..." don't be afraid of me. I am gasper, No one likes me in the ghostly world." Chuckled Alice with a smile and said"we can be friends". wow! jumped up gasper, "now I have 2 friends, YIPPEE."" Who is the second one. Asked Alice in curiosity. "Come with me said gasper. "Alice was following gasper but murmuring questions. "we've reached said gasper."

LISA!! shouted Alice. oh hi said Lisa nervously... oh its the best day you both know each other, now it'll be easy to bond. and by the way thanks Lisa for lending me your costume. said gasper. oh no problem, its all yours. replied Lisa. Bye both of you I have to go now its time.
what where when why ??!! asked Alice.

oh I forgot to tell you I am a spirit and today was my last day, so I have to go. said gasper tearing up. Lisa started crying and when gasper looked at her and looked at gasper to say goodbye he vanished in thin air .... there were rose petals falling from the sky but a note fell too. It said" I know this is my last note but please keep it safe and always remember me..." Alice took the note and kept it in his pocket. he went out for a walk and looked at the sky.. he saw that the sky was covered with clouds in the shape of gasper. after noticing this he jumped up and said I will always remember you...
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Gasper: The Unknown Ghost
(English)

This story is about a halloween night. 2 friends Lisa and Alice went to celebrate halloween and collected truckloads of saccharine sweets. but while their conversation something awesome happened which surprised them both... to know more about the story and that halloween night like this book and read it !!!!!

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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